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EUROPE HITS THE  ROAD ...  in many ways.  It is  apparent that July has 
been an important milestone and turning point in the European Commu-
nity's eventful road towards economic union. The long-awaited merger of 
the Community's institutions has taken place and should go  a long way 
towards streamlining the Community's policies and administration.  The 
newly unified Commission gave all appearances of getting off to  a strong 
start. This summer issue of the EUROPEAN COMMUNITY reports on 
Europe following the merger-the new  institutions and the many devel-
opments taking place in July in the customs union and the common mar-
ket for agricultural products. 
At the same time, many signs of caution attended the promising start 
of the merged institutions. Passing leadership to the European executive 
in its last annual report, the European Community's Commission warns 
of the dangers  of allowing  the  Community  to  stand still  in  its  present 
"halfway situation." The European Atomic Energy Community Commis-
sion's annual report also notes the many important problems that the Six 
must face before they achieve a real "European Community". 
In August, Europe hits the road in  another sense. While the Commis-
sion takes a brief respite from its enormous tasks, Europeans go on vaca-
tion.  While  participating,  themselves,  in  the  fast  developing  "leisure 
civilization" of the West,  they must also endure the  profits  and pains of 
the ever expanding international tourist industry. Andre Lilti, economic 
correspondent for the French weekly "Entreprise," relates the saga of the 
superhighway in Europe and its important role in linking the countries of 
the Six. Brendan Jones of "The New York Times" writes of the "moteli-
zation" of Europe, which borrows and improves upon the North Ameri-
can experience. In the news, the EUROPEAN COMMUNITY gives de-
tails of Europe Day at Expo '67 and reports on a unique house design 
competition held by the European Coal and Steel Community. 
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marks the entry into force of the Brussels Treaty of April 8,  1965, establishing a single 
Council and a single Commission of the European Communities.  The merger of the 
three Communities has now begun, for the unification of the Councils and the Commis-
sions is only the prelude to this merger. 
Even before the new Commission considers the great problems with which it will have 
to deal, we should look back to the beginning and see how far we have come. The three 
Communities already have many achievements to their credit, work which has impressed 
observers both inside and outside the Communities. The single Commission is obliged 
to pay tribute to the accomplishments and hard work of the three executive bodies that 
it is replacing. It is with a feeling of gratitude that we  can think back over all that has 
been done in Europe on the initiative and under the dynamic influence, first of the High 
Authority, and then of the two Brussels Commissions. 
Because it is impossible to mention every president or member of the three European 
bodies, it must suffice to recall the names of Jean Monnet, Rene Mayer, Paul Finet, Piero 
Malvestiti and Dino Del Bo in Luxembourg; Louis Armand, Etienne Hirsch and Pierre 
Chatenet at Euratom; and Walter Hallstein at the EEC in Brussels. However, it will be 
understood that I should have a special thought for the man with whom I have worked 
for almost ten years. President Hallstein has made a vital contribution, first to Franco-
German reconciliation, then to the negotiations for the three European Treaties, and 
finally as President of the Common Market Commission for nearly a decade. 
We are now entering a new phase. The customs union has been completed; work has 
begun on economic union; the most important parts of the common agricultural policy 
have entered into force;  the Kennedy Round has been satisfactorily settled; and the 
internal political crisis of 1965-66 has been satisfactorily overcome. Thus the three Com-
munities, strengthened by the unification of their executive organs, can now begin work 
with increased authority and renewed dynamism on solidifying their internal structure 
and, if possible, on enlarging themselves by the admission of other countries. 
Public opinion has been most struck by the creation of a single Commission to replace 
the three existing executive bodies, but the unification of the Council of Ministers is no 
less important. The Councils in the past few  years have produced, on the whole, out- 3 4 
standing achievements. A single Council, with increased author-
ity, will ably fulfill the Community tasks that fall  to  it. 
As the single Commission takes up its duties, it will quickly 
reveal the spirit in which it will approach its  new tasks and its 
first objectives. It does not seem rash, however; to predict that 
the Commission will want to perfect the Community's develop-
ment, safeguard the existing Community mechanisms and the 
authority of  their institutions,  and at the same time maintain 
links of co-operation and friendly confidence with the Govern-
ments  of  the  member  states.  The  recent  experience  of  the 
Kennedy  Round has  shown to  what extent such  mutual con-
fidence can be a source of progress for the Community. 
The new Commission, like its predecessors, will endeavor to 
JULY  1,  1967 
New Institutions 
THE BRUSSELS TREATY Of  April 8,  1965, merging the executive 
branches  of the  European  Economic  Community,  the  Euro-
pean Atomic Energy Community, and the European Coal and 
Steel Community entered into force on July  I,  1967.  The six-
member European Council of Ministers assumed its duties the 
same day and formally appointed the  14 members of the new 
European Commission,  which  assumed  its  duties  on July  6. 
Until the treaties themselves have been consolidated, however, 
the  new  European executives  will  administer three treaties or 
"Communities." 
The European Council of Ministers 
Institutional changes in the organization of the Council of Min-
isters were uncomplicated. The three Councils have shared the 
same Secretariat since  1958.  Now, the  ECSC Special Council 
of Ministers has been amalgamated with the EEC and the Eu-
ratom Councils which had functioned  as  a  single  body  since 
their  creation  in  1958.  As  a  result,  only  slight  alterations  in 
procedural rules were necessary, such as  those relating to  de-
cisions  to  be  made in  the name of all  three Communities.  In 
addition, Article 4 of the merger treaty gave the Committee of 
Permanent Representatives formal status as  a Community in-
stitution. The three Treaties did not institute this Committee as 
such, but the Rome Treaties authorized its establishment. In the 
past decade it became an important element in the functioning 
of the EEC and Euratom. 
The European Commission 
The merger of the Commissions and the High Authority pro-
voked lengthy discussion on the number of members to belong 
to  the  new  body.  As  a  result,  the  merger  treaty embodies  a 
series of compromises. The 14 members of the new  collegiate 
body will  serve  maximum terms of three years.  The number 
will then be reduced to nine members who will serve four-year 
terms.  Members  of  both  Commissions  will  be  appointed  by 
mutual agreement of the  national governments. 
maintain increasingly close relations with the European Parlia-
ment in order to  work effectively for the democratic develop-
ment of the Community. 
The same will be true of the Commission's relations with the 
other Community institutions, such as  the Economic and Social 
Committee  and  the  European Investment Bank,  and  with  all 
those, whether in the public or in the private sector, who have 
the success of this great, Community undertaking at heart. 
In the  political,  economic,  social and administrative  fields, 
our task will  be  a  difficult one.  We shall,  however,  undertake 
it with dynamism and with faith in the success of our efforts. 
JEANREY 
President of the European Communities Commission 
The merger treaty does not alter the powers or responsibilities 
of the institutions or their relations with one another. The single 
Commission will  exercise the powers and responsibilities  for-
merly  vested  in  both  Commissions  and  the  High  Authority 
and will be  responsible to the European Parliament for its  ac-
tions. In this case, the Treaty follows the same lines as the EEC 
and Euratom Treaties,  which allocated a more important role 
to the Parliament than did the ECSC Treaty. 
Merging the Budgets and the Administrative Staffs 
Merging the institutions includes merging administrations and 
budgets.  Since  the  three  Communities  have  almost  identical 
service regulations, the administrative merger presents no legal 
difficulties. To solve the practical difficulties that the administra-
tive  reorganization  will  entail,  the  merger  treaty  allows  "a 
reasonable and relatively short period which shall not exceed 
one year." During that time,  according to the decision of the 
member states annexed to the Treaty, some of the Commission's 
services will be provisionally transferred from Brussels to Lux-
embourg. These include  the  European Investment Bank,  and 
some unspecified judicial, quasi-judicial and financial services. 
The European Council  of Ministers  will  also  hold its  April, 
June, and October meetings in Luxembourg. 
The Rome Treaty budget procedure will govern the consoli-
dated operations budget, which consists of contributions by the 
member states.  The High  Authority's  powers  of expenditure 
and revenue are transferred in full to the European Commis-
sion. 
The authors of the merger treaty considered the institutional 
fusion the beginning of the merger of the Communities them-
selves, but they did not set a timetable for the completion of the 
process. The Preamble to the Treaty states that the signatories 
were "resolved to progress towards European unity" and "de-
termined to proceed with the unification of the three Communi-
ties." JULY  1,  1967 
Agriculture 
JULY I, 1967, marked the most important stage in the develop-
ment  of the  common agricultural  policy  since  August  1962, 
when the first  market regulations came  into force.  It signaled 
the start of decisive phases for price policy, community finan-
cing, and standardization of commercial policy for markets in 
farm produce. All of the Council of Ministers' policy decisions 
of December  1964 and  May and July  1966 have  now  taken 
shape.  The  European Agricultural  Guidance  and  Guarantee 
Fund  (EAGGF)  now  has  the  responsibility  for  authorized 
expenditures for sectors of products subject to common market 
organizations, including those still in the transitional stage. 
The common  market  organizations  for  cereals,  pork,  and 
eggs and poultry entered the single market phase on July I. The 
common market organization for sugar entered the first stage, 
although the common price does not come into force until next 
July  1 and all  discrimination between Community sugar pro-
ducers will not disappear until July 1, 1975. 
The rules governing cereals and processed farm products are 
generally the same as since 1962, but they have been simplified 
by the abolition of levies in trade between Community members. 
From now on, the levies on imports from non-member countries 
will  be  the same throughout the Community and the Commis-
sion will establish them. The same system will  apply to export 
refunds.  Starting next  year the marketing year will  begin  on 
August  I. The Commission will  then establish the "political'T 
prices which influence farm incomes. 
For pork the greatest change in the common market organi-
zation consists of a new regulation for a market support system 
authorizing aid for private storage and for purchases by inter-
vention organizations when prices drop below  the basic price. 
The regulations for pork and for eggs  and poultry encourage 
producers to adapt supply to the market situation. The eggs and 
poultry market organization, however, does not provide for any 
intervention, so that the withdrawal of commodities from the: 
The common market in pork entered into force on July 1. 
market is  prohibited.  Common  marketing rules  for  eggs  and 
poultry must be ready by January I, 1968. 
The market organization for fats  and oils  also arranges for 
needed  production  without  impinging  on  the  buyer's  choice, 
abolishes  duties  between  the  member  states,  and  applies  the 
common customs tariff to imports from non-members. A single 
price system and a free trading system characterize this market. 
Because the common price for sugar will not come into force 
until  July  1,  1968,  the transitional measures  for the  1967/68 
marketing year are based on the principles already adopted by 
the Council for the period beginning on July I, 1968. Thus the 
common guarantee for prices and sales is restricted by a system 
of national quotas expressed in metric tons:  I ,700,000 forGer-
many; 2,300,000 for France; 1,230,000 for Italy; 575,000 for 
the  Netherlands;  and  530,000  for  the  Belgium-Luxembourg 
Economic Union. 
The completion of the market organizations for 90 per cent 
of the Community's agricultural products is a milestone, but not 
the last. Differences between the six  members' systems of taxa-
tion,  customs laws,  health laws,  marketing authorization  pro-
cedures,  and  subsidy  systems  continue  to  influence  trade  in 
farm products. Until there is harmonization of these  and other 
areas outside of farm policy, there will  be  no single  domestic 
market for farm products, in  any  real sense. 
Starting on July 1 there will be a Common Market in cereals, 
pigmeat, eggs, poultry, fats and oils. This is an important 
date because it marks one of the milestones on the road to full 
economic integration. The Community has more than met 
the deadline laid down in the Treaty of Rome, which is 
encouraging because it shows that progress can still be made 
despite current political differences. But I repeat: it is a 
milestone, and there is much, very much, still to be done. Let 
us hope that the six countries will recover their impetus, 
overcome their political differences and continue along the 
paths mapped out for us by truly great statesmen years ago. 
SICCO L. MANSHOL  T 
EEC Commissioner with Special 
Responsibility for Agricultural Policy 6 
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Manufactured Goods 
Industrial tariffs  between the members of the European Com-
munity dropped 5 per cent on July  I,  1967, to 15 per cent of 
their level in  1957. The final tariff reduction will be made next 
July  I, two years ahead of schedule, according to the Council 
of Ministers' decision of July 26,  1966. On the same date, the 
member states will  also abolish the remaining quotas on goods 
traded between them and finish  aligning their tariffs  with  the 
common external tariff.  The customs union for manufactured 
goods will then be complete. 
This July,  because the Council of Ministers decided to  ex-
tend the temporary 20 per cent tariff  reduction for  imported 
manufactures under 500 different headings in the common ex-
ternal tariff, no significant changes occurred. The Council's de-
cision of June 13,  1967, extended the reduction made in  1966 
to June 30,  1968. The reductions negotiated in Geneva in the 
General Agreement on Tariffs  and Trade  are  still  being  pre-
pared and will not come into force until a later date. 
On July  1 the Community members reduced their duties on 
certain agricultural products (listed in  Annex II of the Rome 
Treaty, other than those products already under common mar-
ket organizations) to 25 per cent of their original levels. During 
With  the  completion of the  customs union,  the Six will be  able  to 
discard all "Stop/Customs" signs on their common frontiers. 
the rest of the year, the European Commission plans to make 
further proposals for abolishing quotas on these products and 
for removing the remaining tariffs. By July 1,  1968, completely 
free movement of these farm products !!laY  be expected. 
Because of this reduction, the Commission amended the pro-
visions for  processing traffic,  adopted under Article  10  ( 2) of 
the EEC Treaty. From July 1, 1967, the manufacturing member 
state may charge 85 per cent, instead of 75 per cent, of the com-
mon customs tariff or agricultural levies  as  an  offsetting levy. 
TheE  an  Co 
•  •  n 
jean Rey (Belgian) 
Mr. Rey, a graduate in law from the University of Liege and a 
member of the bar at the Liege Appeal Court, will have special 
responsibility for the General Secretariat of the European Com-
mission's  Legal Service.  Elected  to  the Belgian Parliament  in 
1939, 1946, 1949,  1950, and 1954, Mr. Rey served as  Belgian 
Minister of Economic Affairs from 1954 to 1958, when he was 
appointed a member of the European Economic Community's 
Commission  with  special  responsibility  for  external  affairs. 
In this capacity, Mr. Rey headed the Community delegation to 
the Kennedy Round negotiations. 
VICE  PRESIDENTS 
Raymond Barre (French) 
Mr. Barre, a graduate of the Faculties of Law and Economic 
Sciences, Paris, will have special responsibility in the European 
Commission for economic  and financial  matters  and  for  the 
Community's Statistics Office.  Mr.  Barre held numerous posts 
in  the French Government in  the areas of trade,  industry, fi-
nance, and regional development. 
Fritz Hellwig (German) 
Mr.  Hellwig,  a  member  of  the  ECSC  High  Authority  since 
1959,  will  have special  responsibility  in  the  European Com-
mission  for  general  research,  nuclear  research  centers,  and 
the Nuclear Affairs Committee. He holds doctoral degrees from 
the Universities of Berlin and Heidelberg, was managing direc-
tor of the Deutsches Industrieninstitut of Cologne,  and was a 
member of the German legislative assembly (Bundestag) from 
1953 to 1959. 
Lionello Levi Sandri (Italian) 
Mr. Levi Sandri, a member of the EEC Commission since 1961 
and a vice president since 1964, will have special responsibility 
for social affairs and for administrative and personnel problems. 
His long career in labor and social matters began in 1934 when 
he entered the Italian National Administration. Mr. Levi Sandri 
was head of the Italian Minister of Labor and Social  Security'~ Private Office  for several  years  after  the  Second World War. 
During the war he fought with the Resist;mce and was awarded 
a silver medal for military valor. 
Sicco L. Mansholt (Dutch) 
Mr. Mansholt will  have special responsibility for agriculture in 
the European Commission. Appointed in  1958 as  a vice presi-
dent of the  EEC Commission,  with  special  responsibility  for 
agriculture, Mr.  Mansholt originated  the common agricultural 
policy. His career in  this  area has  extended from  tea-planting 
in Indonesia to  farming in the Netherlands, and from 1945 to 
19 56 he served as Dutch Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries, and 
Food. 
MEMBERS 
Hubert joseph Victor Bodson (Luxembourg) 
Mr.  Bodson will  have special responsibility for transport mat-
ters.  From 1940 to 1944 Mr. Bodson was Minister of Justice, 
Transport, and Public Works in  the Luxembourg Government-
in-exile  in  London.  After  the  liberation  of  Luxembourg  on 
September  10,  1944,  he  re-established  the  judicial  apparatus 
and ensured  the maintenance  of justice  in  Luxembourg until 
March  1947.  A  past  president  of the  Luxembourg Chamber 
of Deputies, he was a member of the legislative body from 1934 
to  1961  and in 1964. 
Guido Colonna di Paliano (Italian) 
Mr. Colonna will  have special responsibility for industrial mat-
ters.  His  diplomatic  career  has  included  posts  as  secretary 
general to the Italian Delegation for the Marshall Plan negotia-
tions,  as  Deputy  Secretary  General  of  the  Organization for 
European  Economic  Cooperation,  and  as  Deputy  Secretary 
General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. In 1964, he 
was  appointed member of the  EEC Commission  with special 
responsibility for the internal market. 
Albert Coppe (Belgian) 
Mr. Coppe will have special responsibility for budgetary mat-
ters,  for investments,  and for the European Commission's In-
formation Service.  Mr. Coppe served as  Vice President of the 
ECSC High Authority since its formation in 1952. He had pre-
viously served in the Belgian Government as Minister of Public 
Works, Minister of Economic Affairs, and Minister of Recon-
struction. 
jean-Fran£ois Deniau (French) 
Mr. Deniau will  have special responsibility for external trade. 
A  participant  in  the  negotiations  for  the  EEC  Treaty,  Mr. 
Deniau became a member of the French Prime Minister's staff 
in 1957 and later served in the Ministry for Industry. With the 
EEC Commission,  Mr.  Deniau was  director for  the  External 
Relations Department with special responsibility for association 
agreements. He headed the EEC Commission's delegation dur-
ing the 1961-63 negotiations with the United Kingdom. In 1963, 
he was appointed French Ambassador to Mauritania. 
Hans von der Groeben (German) 
Mr. von der Groeben will have special responsibility for the in-
ternal  market,  for  commercial  and fiscal  policy,  and  for  re-
gional development policy. From 1958 he was a member of the 
EEC Commission  with  special  responsibility  for  competition 
policy.  From 1933  to  1952 he  was  an official in  the  German 
Government. In 1952 he became the spokesman for the German 
Permanent Delegation to the ECSC Council of Ministers and, in 
1955, spokesman for the German delegation to the conference 
preparing the EEC. 
Wilhelm Haferkamp (German) 
Mr.  Haferkamp  will  have  special  responsibility  for  energy. 
From 1963 to 1965 he was a member of the ECSC High Au-
thority's  Consultative Committee and  a  member of the  EEC 
Economic and Social Committee, representing labor's point of 
view.  He held various positions at the local and national level 
in  the  German  Trade  Union  Federation  (DGB),  including 
membership in the DGB Executive Committee and head of the 
Economic Policy  Department. 
Edoardo Martino (Italian) 
Mr. Martino will have special responsibility for external affairs. 
A member of the Italian Chamber of Deputies since 1948, Mr. 
Martino was appointed to the European Parliament from 1958 
to  1959 and again from 1961  to the present time. In the Italian 
Government he  has been Deputy State Secretary in  the Prime 
Minister's Private Office, in the Ministry of Defense, and in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Henri Rochereau (French) 
Mr. Rochereau will have special responsibility for development 
assistance. In January  1962  he  was  appointed member of the 
EEC Commission with  special  responsibility for overseas  de-
velopment.  A  member of the  French Senate  in  1946,  1948, 
1952, 1958, and 1959, he was  then appointed French Minister 
of Agriculture until1961. 
E. M.  J. A. Sassen (Dutch) 
Mr.  Sassen  will  have special  responsibility  for competition. A 
member of the Euratom Commission since its creation in  1958, 
Mr. Sassen served as  Dutch Minister for Overseas Territories 
from  1948  to  1949. His diplomatic career has included mem-
bership in  the  Netherlands'  delegation  to the United Nations 
and in the governing body of the International Labor Organi-
zation. 
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The European Superhighway Saga 
---------------- - -------- - ------ --- ---------- - -------- -
by  ANDRE LILTI 
Armed with  the latest road maps, more Americans and Euro-
peans  each  year  "See  Europe  by  Car."  "Just  like  our  turn-
pikes," report the Americans returning home. The Europeans, 
more recently cognizant of their inalienable right to  motoriza-
tion,  go  home to press their governments for  more and better 
superhighways,  like Italy's Autostrada del  Sole  or  Germany's 
Autobahn. 
A  decade ago,  the era of the "family automobile trip" in the 
United States, 10,000 miles of superhighways zigged and zagged 
across the 48 states. In Europe, however, such expressways as 
had been  completed often ended abruptly  at  the  customs  in-
spection stations at the national frontiers.  In Brussels, the new 
European Economic Community was beginning to study its six 
member states'  highway  systems.  These  roads,  planned  and 
built to serve the individual needs of six countries,  would soon 
have to perform in a large, unified economy. Pieced together at 
the  national frontiers,  they  would have  to  fit  smoothly into  a 
modern, six-nation, integrated transport system if the Common 
Market were to live up to its name. 
Mr. Lilti, a reporter for the French periodical Entreprise re-
counts the saga of the European superhighway. The description 
of the EEC's efforts to coordinate highway systems is based on a 
lecture  given  to the  Federation Routiere Beige in Brussels on 
May 16 by J.  Noel Mayer, Director of Investment Coordination 
and Economic Studies in the EEC Commission's Transport De-
partment. 
THE STORY OF THE EUROPEAN SUPERHIGHWAY began more than 
thirty years ago, but only in the past decade did the rise in pri-
vate car ownership make it a best seller. 
Thirty-four  million  vehicles  are  registered  this  year in  the 
six countries of the Common Market, almost twice as many as 
in 1961. By 1985, this number will triple. Unless plans are made 
now for several thousand more miles of superhighways, cities 
will choke on traffic twenty years hence. 
Private car ownership has almost tripled in  Italy  (from 2.4 
million in 1961 to 7 million in 1967); more than doubled in the 
Federal Republic of Germany (from 5.6 million in 1961 to 11.7 
million in 1967) and in the Benelux countries (from 1. 7 million 
in 1961 to 3.6 million in 1967). In France, private car owner-
ship has jumped 65 per cent, from 7 million in  1961  to  11.6 
million in 1967. 
The Community, with one motor vehicle for every six per-
sons, is  one of the most highly "motorized" areas in the world, 
surpassed only by the United States, with one automobile for 
every three inhabitants; Sweden, with one for every four,  and 
England, with one for every five. There are differences between 
the Six, of course. For example, one out of every four French-
men owns a car, while in Germany the ratio is  one car for five 
persons, and in Italy, one car for 7.5 persons. 
Roads Nearing Traffic-Saturation Point 
As Europe turned into an "automobile culture," highway traf-
fic surged, making superhighway construction imperative. 
International highway traffic has increased even more rapidly 
than national traffic. In 1961-66, domestic traffic in France, for 
example, increased by 78 per cent, while the number of vehicles 
passing  through  customs  at  the  frontiers  doubled.  Traffic 
through the new  Mont Blanc tunnel between France and Italy 
has  been  running far  heavier  than  anticipated,  amounting  in 
1966  to  44,000  heavy  vehicles  and  556,000  standard weight 
vehicles. 
Both passenger and cargo traffic have risen markedly. Now, 
three out of four people arriving in Italy come by car, and twice 
as  many private cars as  in  1961  enter the Federal Republic of 
Germany.  As  the  six  Common  Market countries  lower  their 
customs barriers to  their partners' goods,  cargo  shipments  by 
truck are  also  expanding.  Today,  trucking  is  essential  for  the 
prosperity of all  six countries and accounts for 40 per cent of 
the total French ton-mile shipments, 42 per cent of Belgium's, 
and 73 per cent of Italy's. 
Highway accideqts have also increased. Last year in the Com-
mon Market, nearly 50,000 persons died on highways and one 
million were injured. Thousands of miles of roads need widen-
ing because traffic is nearing the danger point (more than 5,000 
vehicles  a  day for two-lane roads,  8,000  a  day  for  three-lane 
roads, and 12,000 a day for four-lane roads). 
Safer, Cheaper Superhighways Win Support 
Every Common Market member but Luxembourg has definite 
plans for new  superhighways. Their new expressways  already 
compare favorably  with  those  in  the  United  States,  although 
the Six discovered  the  advantages of limited  access  highways 
relatively late. 
In 1960, the United States had 10,440 miles of superhighways 
in service.  Two years later, Luxembourg had none; Germany, 
I,  721  miles; Italy,. 348 miles;  the Netherlands,  168  miles;  and 
Belgium,  116 miles.  France, with  146 miles,  planned to  build 
only 10 miles more during 1962. However, now that one house-
hold in two owns a car and uses it during vacation, public opin-
ion has induced France, as well as the other Community mem-
bers, to modernize their highways.  For motorists, expressways 
lower the per mile costs of gas, tires, and oil and shorten driving 
time. More importantly, they are three times safer than conven-
tional roads.  During the  three-day  Easter weekend  this  year, 
for  example,  800,000  vehicles  traveled  311  miles  of  French 
expressways  without  a  single  fatal  accident. 
For governments, building superhighways from scratch often 
costs less than widening old roads. Moreover, safer roads spare 
them tax losses due to deaths and injuries and hospital expenses 
which  average  $1000  per person.  Since  superhighways  bring 
new life to the areas they serve, governments have made high-
way  development  a  part  of  general  economic  planning.  In 
France, for example, half the new buildings in Paris have been 
constructed  around the  Autoroute du  Sud;  and  in  Italy,  the 
Autostrada del Sole quickly became a development axis for the 
surrounding  area.  According  to  economists,  superhighways 
could help  rid cities of serious traffic  problems by shortening 
the transit time between the provinces and major industrial areas 
and inducing businesses to locate in the provinces. 
Germany-Site of Almost Half the Community's 
Expressways 
Right now there are more than 4,660 miles  of superhighways 
in the Common Market,  nearly half of them in  Germany.  A 
third of the Federal Republic's 2,179 miles  of autobahn were 
built by Adolf Hitler for strategic use.  During the Occupation  9 10 
This modern double  tunnel expressway 
in  Brussels runs under the  busy 
Porte-Louise  intersection.  PHOTO: 
Courtesy  of the  Belgian  Information 
Service,  New  York. 
The  new  Baudouin  Highway  Links 
Antwerp, Belgium, to  Aix-la-Chapel/e 
and  Cologne,  Germany.  PHOTO: 
Courtesy of the Official Belgian Tourist 
Bureau, New York. 
The  French  Autoroute  du  Nord 
connects Paris with  Le Bourget Airport. 
This section traverses the industrial area 
of Saint-Denis.  PHOTO:  Courtesy  of  the 
French  Embassy Press  and  Information 
Division, New York. The  St.  Bernard Tunnel  between  Italy  and Switzerland  opened in  1964. 
PHOTO:  Courtesy  of  the  Italian  Government  Travel  Office,  New  York. 
Air cargo  shipments are  expanding steadily  in  Germany  and everywhere  in  Europe.  This  section  of  the  Autobahn  connects  Frankfurt, 
Germany,  with  the  Rhein-Main  airport  (left).  PHOTO:  Courtesy of the German Information Center. 12 
of France,  the  first  Paris-Brussels  expressway  was  also  con-
structed. 
After  the  war,  Germany continued  to  add  155.3  miles  of 
superhighways  a year.  Under the four-year plans  launched in 
1959, Germany has completed sections of expressways of spe-
cial importance for the development of the European highway 
network: 
•  The Ruhrtangente connecting Leverkusen, Wuppertal, Kam-
ener, and Krauz with a branch towards Hanover. 
•  The Hafraba, 560 miles long, from Hambu'rg via Frankfurt 
to  Basel,  Switzerland.  In 1963  it  was  extended towards  Den-
mark and Scandinavia by the V oge/fluglinie section. 
•  The Frankfurt-Wurzburg-Nuremberg expressway,  a  section 
of the road coming north from Istanbul, which connects south-
ern Germany with the Austrian, Dutch, and Belgian highway 
systems. 
•  The Mannheim-Saarbrilcken expressway with its connection 
to the French road network. 
By 1975, Germany plans to double its superhighway mileage. 
Even  now,  it  is  easy  to  drive  to  Denmark,  the  Netherlands, 
Belgium,  Switzerland,  France,  Austria,  and  Czechoslovakia 
over the well-developed German superhighway system. 
Of the Six,  Germany has  the  most  highly  developed  super-
highway system, although, the pioneer of expressway construc-
tion in the Common Market was  Italy. By  1962, expressways 
connected  Milan  with  Bologna,  Florence, Serravalle,  Brescia, 
and Verona, and 373 miles of limited access three-lane highways 
were  being widened to  six  lanes. 
At the beginning of 1967, Italy had 1,353  miles of express-
ways  open.  Today  motorists  can  take  one  expressway,  the 
Autostrada del Sole, from Turin at the foot of the Alps to Venice 
on the Adriatic and from Milan to Florence, Rome and south of 
Naples. By  J 969, the road will extend to Sicily, off the tip of the 
boot; and the Turin-Venice Throughway will reach Trieste. The 
completion  of  these  and  other  roads  will  increase  the  Italian 
highway network to 3,045 miles. 
"Superhighway Density" Highest in the Netherlands 
The Netherlands has  404 miles  of expressways  in  service  and 
plans to open 466 miles more by 1971. Superhighways connect 
almost  every  important  Dutch  city  and  link  the  Dutch  road 
network with the German and Belgian systems. Of all Common 
Market members, the Netherlands has the  highest "superhigh-
way density"-30.7 miles of expressways for every square mile 
of  land,  compared  with  Germany  ( 22.6),  Belgium  (16.9), 
Italy (11.6), and France (2.6). (The Luxembourg Government 
is now studying plans for its first expressway to Trier, Germany, 
and Arion, Belgium.) 
The  completion  of  the  King  Baudouin  Highway  in  1964 
raised  Belgium's  superhighway  mileage  to  196  miles.  Note-
worthy  for its  effects  on  the economy,  the  93  mile-long road 
from Antwerp to Germany crosses the industrial area of Liege, 
Aix-la-Chapelle, and Cologne. By  1971, the Government plans 
to  construct  373  more  miles  of  expressways  linking  Namur, 
Liege,  and the south-eastern provinces with Brussels,  and con-
necting the Dutch frontier with France. 
France, once convinced that superhighways did  have a  fu-
ture,  concentrated on  improving  roads  out  of the large  cities 
and  constructing the  Paris-Normandy  and  the  Dunkirk-Lille-
Paris-Lyon-Marseille expressways. Now 531  miles of superhigh-
ways are open,  but even by  1970 the French road system  still 
will not connect with the German, Swiss, or Italian expressways 
Of all  Common Market members,  the  Netherlands  has  the  highest  concentration of superhighways. Shown here: a section  of the  Utrecht-
Amsterdam  expressway. PHOTO:  Courtesy of the Netherlands Embassy. or extend  to  the  Iberian  peninsula.  Furthermore.  the  French 
Atlantic  ports  will  still  remain  isolated  from  the  rest  of  the 
Common Market while the ports of Hamburg. Rotterdam, and 
Antwerp benefit from the best highways in Europe. 
The ditliculties  of financing  expensive  construction do  not 
entirely explain the  French  lag  in  superhighway  construction. 
While Germany spends 2.14 per cent of its gross national prod-
uct and all receipts from its  automobile users· tax on highways, 
France invests only 65 per cent of its auto users' tax and spends 
only 1.48 per cent of GNP for road improvements. 
"Caution! Turnpike Ends in 500 Yards!" 
France,  of  course.  is  not  the  only  country  where  turnpikes 
vanish into thin air. Even before the Common Market, the Six 
were interested in  connecting their highway systems but could 
stretch their construction budgeh only so far. Each government 
satisfied its own  Llomestic  requirements first, then,  budget per-
mitting,  lookeLI  into  the  requirements  of  international  trat11c. 
Coordinating the six expressway networks fell  naturally to the 
European Community institutions. A  well  articulated and inte-
grateLI  highway system, part of the transport infrastructure. was 
essential  for  the Common Market to connect the Six member 
states internally as well  as to link  them with the rest of Europe. 
In  I 959, the EEC Commission arranged the first of a series of 
inter-governmental conferences of highway experts from the six 
Community countries.  By  the  end  of  1961,  the  Commission, 
drawing on the views expressed at these meetings, had addressed 
several general recommendations to  the member governments. 
However, the recommendations were non-binding and had little 
inA.uence on new road programs. 
In April I964 the Commission proposed that the Community 
help finance investments in transport infrastructure. As a  result 
of this proposal. the European Investment Bank made loans of 
$24 million tow:uds the costs of the Val d'Aoste Highway from 
Italy to France anLI  the Brenner Pass Expressway between Italy 
and Austria, and $22 million towards the cost of the Messina-
Catania expressway in Sicily. The Bank plans further assistance 
for trans-frontier highway construction and is particularly inter-
ested  in  a  proposed  superhighway  to  connect  southeastern 
France with  Genoa.  In  addition.  the  Bank  has  just  agreed  to 
lend  $16  million  to  join  the  Belgian  section  of the  Brussels-
Paris  Expressway with  the  Paris-Brussels-Amsterdam and  the 
Paris-Liege-Cologne  superhighways.  It  is  also  expected  to  fi-
nance the  Metz-Saarbriicken expressway  tying the Saar Basin 
and the German highways to the French province of Lorraine. 
In  February  1966,  the  EEC  Council  of  Ministers  decided 
to institute a  formal procedure requiring the six member gov-
ernments to consult each other before installing new, or expand-
ing existing, communications links. Far more important in prac-
tice  than  it  looks  on paper,  the procedure  is  the  legal  instru-
ment for constant collaboration between the member states on 
the development of transport infrastructures. For each project, a 
technical Llescription  is  required, together with estimates of its 
cost, completion elate, and its probable effects on domestic and 
export trade and on  the Llevelopment of one or more areas of 
the Community. When au  vised of a transport development plan, 
the Commission  informs  the other member governments and, 
at the request of any one government, consults other member 
governments about the projects. Finally, the Commission keeps 
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the other governments informed. Coordinating timing and other 
planning  for  international  superhighway  works,  it  is  hoped, 
will ease the tie-ups that have developed at the frontier crossings 
as the growth of tra!Jic outstrips road capacity from one coun-
try to another. 
Results of the Coordination Procedure 
The first  formal consultation  between the Commission and the 
Six occurred in January 1967 on three expressway projects sub-
mitteL!  by  the  Belgian and  French Governments.  At a  second 
consultative  meeting  in  April  1967,  projects  were  comidered 
for expressways between: 
o  The Netherlands  (from Breua to  the  Belgian  frontier J  and 
Belgium  (from the Dutch frontier to  Antwerp.  Mechelen, and 
Brussels). 
•  France (from Mctz to St.  AvoiLI, Forbach. and the  German 
frontier)  and  Germany  (from  the  French  frontier  to  Saar-
briicken, connecting with the German awobahn network). 
•  France (from Roquebrune on the Riviera to Menton and the 
Italian frontier)  and Italy  (from the French frontier to Savona 
to connect with the Genoa Expressway and the Italian network). 
Later this year, the Commission plans to study a proposal for 
an expressway north towards the Danish frontier from Lubeck. 
Germany. 
HiglnvaY  patrolmen  in  Europe.  as  in  tile  United States.  are  ready 
to  remind  ot·erlv  cnlilll.liastic  motorists of  the  safe  speed  for  the 
road. Silu11·n  here: a  section of rile  French  Autoroutc du  Sud  from 
Paris  to  Orlr  Airport. PHOTO:  Courte.\T  ,..rench  Emha.\SY  Press and 
Information  Division, New  York.  .  . 14 
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by  BRENDAN  JONES 
THAT  CONTINUING  PROCESS  known as  the "Americanization of 
Europe" has seen the supermarket, the hot dog, the twist,  and 
other folkways transplanted across the Atlantic. Now the motel 
is taking root. 
The  rcadside  accommodation,  either  as  a  handy  stopping 
place for  auto  travelers  or as  a  full-fledged  vacation  spot,  is 
still a comparative rarity in Europe. But, according to a survey 
by  correspondents of The  New  York  Times,  with  the  recent 
expansion of car ownership in  Western Europe, "motelization" 
is gathering momentum. 
There are some obstacles in  the  way  such  as  Europe's tra-
ditional  association of hotels  with  comfort,  service,  and  most 
importantly, good food and drink. The relatively short distances 
between cities  and  towns  in  Europe has  also  seemed  to  make 
in-between motel accommodations unnecessary.  However, the 
growing  traffic  congestion  of cities  and  the  rapid  increase  in 
holiday auto travel by  Western Europeans are creating a  need 
for motels and more elaborate motor inns. While some of the 
newer  hostelries  are  definitely  in  the  luxury  class,  most  are 
gaining  patronage with low  rates  and such American-style at-
tractions as baby sitters and swimming pools. 
Europe's pioneering mote/iers are confident that the business 
has a bright future. Some are anxious to build up motel chains 
before American interests start moving in  on  a  large scale,  as 
it  is  feared  they  will  when  they  get  wind  of  the  promising 
opportunities. 
British  Petroleum  makes  a  delivery  to  Le  Chateau  de  Madrid, a 
castle  converted  to  a  restaurant-motel  in  Villefranche,  France. 
PHOTO:  Courtesy  of British  Petroleum  Co.,  Ltd. 
Young But Precocious 
Though still  small,  Europe's  motel  industry  is  starting at  an 
advanced stage.  Unlike the American motels that evolved from 
small,  simple  cabins  and bungalows,  the  European variety  is 
beginning with such comparatively sophisticated accoutrements 
as TV sets, wall-to-wall carpeting, and air-conditioning. 
The European-style motel also seems to be a hybrid form-
annexes to established hotels designed to  cater to the motoring 
public. These give  the motorist the option of using the hotels' 
restaurants and public rooms. Still other European motel estab-
lishments have grown up around roadside gasoline service sta-
tions.  The  gasoline  companies,  including  British  Petroleum, 
Shell, Esso, and others, are prominent among the concerns start-
ing to build motel and motor-inn chains. 
Architecturally, the European motel appears to strive for in-
dividuality  in  styles  covering  a  wide  range,  from  traditional 
structures to American ranchhouses.  Not all  of these are in a 
traditional setting. A Dutch motel, for  example, offers a rustic 
Swiss chalet restaurant with an American barbeque grill. 
Room for Growth 
The present limited  number  of  European  motels  shows  that 
there is plenty of room for growth in the new industry. 
In Britain, for example, there are only 100 motels. For France 
the motel guide lists only 50 establishments, or about the same 
number as  two  years ago.  In Switzerland, where hotels  (there 
are  about 2,500 of them)  represent  a  tradition  as  well  as  a 
major industry, there are 76 motels. The Netherlands, swarm-
ing with new motorists, has only a dozen motels. 
In the German Federal Republic,  where the main roadside 
motorist  accommodations  are  the  "relaxation  stops"  on  the 
autobahns, only a  third of the main highway hotels have bed-
rooms. German cities, as well as those in other European coun-
tries are beginning, however, to offer a growing number of large 
motor  inns  and hotels.  But  there  is  ample  evidence  that the 
present short supply of motels will soon be remedied. 
In France, for instance, the Hilton organization is  consider-
ing  a 200-room  "moberge" (a coinage from  the French word 
for  "inn")  south of Lyons.  A  two-story  turnpike  hotel  with 
completely modern American accommodations  and abundant 
French service is  planned. Also in France, a new organization, 
Novate/,  is  well beyond the planning stage.  It will open a 62-
room  establishment  this  summer  outside  Lille,  all  air-condi-
tioned and comfortably equipped. Another Novotel motel, with 
30 rooms,  is  being  built  near Colmar  in  eastern France and 
others are planned for Marseille, Lyons, and Reims. 
Novate/'s president, Paul J. Dubrule, derides the notion that 
"Frenchmen are different" and will not take to motels. "French-
men say that they don't want supermarkets, hot dogs,  jazz, or 
the twist," he comments, "but the success  of these proves the 
contrary." 
British  motels,  many  of them  additions  to hotels  and inns, 
handled an estimated  $14-million  in  business  last  year.  Their 
rates, averaging $6 a day for a single accommodation, accord-
ing to John Hannam, chairman of the recently formed British 
Motel  Association,  provide  first-class  standards  at  medium-
range costs. 
In Germany, top rates for a double room in a first-class motor 
hotel run around $10 a night, while a less luxurious accommo-
dation is much lower in cost. Swiss rates vary according to the 
season, ranging from $6  to  $9 for a single accommodation in 
the best motels. Swedish rates average $5  to  $7  a person, while 
the average for a Dutch motel is  $5 a person, including a hearty 
breakfast. In all of the planning for new motel chains in Western 
Europe,  the  Dutch,  for  one,  are  not  limiting  themselves  to 
motorists.  One  Dutch  organization  is  said  to  be  planning  a 
"hippotel," a coinage from the Latin for "horse." This will offer 
accommodations for guests who want to  tour the Netherlands 
on horseback. 
Mr.  Jones  is  a  staff  reporter  for  THE  NEW  YORK  TIMES. 
©  1967  by  The  New  York Times  Company.  Reprinted  by  permission. J.~ HOf'i.  t 
A mosaic map of the European Community i11  marcasite-crystallized iron pyrites-sta11ds in the entrance hall. 
X  '67 Offers L  w- ost  iffy-Tour of Europe 
Specia  Prog  am to Celebra e "  urope Days" 
CANADIANS  AND  AMERICANS can tour Europe this  year without 
leaving North America.  Every day since EXPO '67 opened in 
Montreal more than 25,000 visitors  to  the European Commu-
nity pavilion have  taken advantage of the chance to  make the 
fastest, cheapest tour of six countries ever offered. 
September 10-11  will be special  days at the European Com-
munity pavilion. EXPO '67 officials have named them "Europe 
Days." A  Community delegation,  headed by the  President of 
More than  60  works loaned  to  the  Community Pavilion  show  the 
main  trends  in  contemporary  European  painting  and  sculpture. 
Shown  here:  L'Eternel  Feminin  by  Lucien  Wercollier  of Luxem-
bourg. 
the European Parliament Alain Poher (Christian Democrat-
France) will be on hand to celebrate. The festivities will include 
meetings between Canadian and European members of parlia-
ment,  a  dinner-debate  in  which the  Canadian Chambers of 
Commerce and the Chambers of Commerce of the six European 
Community members will  participate, and official visits of the 
Community's pavilion as  well  as  the Dutch, French, and Ger-
man pavilions. 
Books on European art,  books on European  civilisation,  books on 
current problems in  European unification-all in  one shop-tempt 
collectors  to  expand their  libraries. 
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Europe's House of Tomorrow
GERMAN TEAM WINS ECSC PRIZE
16
Town planning toclal', when uLttonnlion, alotttic energy, and
electronics are rec'asling the loundations  ol our existence, calls
lor a practical, innginative,  uncl coordinated  response lrom
public authoritie.s, tec'lmicians,  and busines.ses  in all countries.
Lantl developntent  engenders  an evcr larger ntunber ot' serious
problents, .eotne c'attsing real clistrcss irt ov'erly-populatecl  and
hil4hlf inclustrializecl  ureas. How can tfte towrt ol tlte twenty-
first centur)t meet the c'it1'-dw'eller's'  hunnn need and right to
spac'e, sheller, tnovenlent, \'ork, ancl ctrltivation ol body and
spirit? The High Authority ol the European Coal and Steel
Contmwtily has trierl to provoke answer'r to this questiott.
rN ocroBEn  1965, the ECSC High Authority invited architects
and engineers from all over the world to design a model dwelling
unit for an average European family, using steel for the main
structure. doors, and window-frames. The designs  were to per-
mit internal  variations  and were to be suitable for use as de-
tached  houses, terraced houses, or multi-story blocks and for
manufacture  by automatic production processes. Since work
of this kind requires architectural and engineering  skills, it had
to be done by teanrs.
Three thousand teams fronr 53 countries entered the conl-
petition. Since each project consisted of several variations, the
jury had to examine more than five thousand plans. In early
November, ten teams were admitted to the second stage of the
competition  and the High Authority placed at their disposal
$10,000 to enable them to improve their projects from tt
point of view of indr.rstrial production.  In May 1967, after fir
more months of work, the finalists submitted their projects  1
the jury.
Fritz Hellwig, nrember of the ECSC High Authority. preside
over the jury and was assisted by Dr. Franco Peco, Direct<
General  on the High Authority's stafT. The jury was compos€
of the architects P. Vago from Paris, I. Gardella from Milal
R. Lentz from Luxembourg, and the engineers  W. Henz, A. (
Schuil, and G. T. Wuppermann from Germany, J. Berder fror
France, and M. Baeschlin from switzerland. Other members  t
the jury were the ltalians  Professor A. Palazzi, vice director t
the Experin'rental  Metallurgical Center, and Dr. L' Ceccarell
Balbo, a Milanese sociologist.
The jury met in Venice from June I to I I to choose the winnr
from the ten finalists. On the afternoon of June 16, Fritz Hel
wig announced the winners to an enthusiastic internation
audience of architects,  engineers, dignitaries, and journalists
the Sa/a Carnelutti of the Cini Foundaton.
The Cini Foundation,  a cultural institution on the island t
San Giorgio Maggiore,  faces the landing-stage  and Piazzet
of San Marco across the Grand Canal. The Foundation
housecl in what was once a famous Benedictine monastery rich
endowed in works of art.
Toclay there are an international cultural center and a famot
nautical training school on the island: two foundations spolsored by Count Cini, an established captain of industry who in 
the fifties  revived  the enlightened system of patronage  of the 
ancient nobility of the lagoon by creating on the island of San 
Giorgio  an  institution dedicated to  the  memory of his  young 
son, who had died in a flying accident. 
The ECSC High Authority concluded its last operation before 
the merger of the Community Executives in a center which has 
become familiar to  the  Community institutions.  It was  at  the 
Cini Center, for example, that in May 1956 the final  ministeria1 
conference was held by the ECSC member countries in prepara-
tion for the signing of the Treaties of Rome. 
Professor Spanio, president of the Cini Foundation, greeted 
the guests at the June 16 ceremony. 
Mr. Hellwig then announced the winner of the competition, 
the German architect Jochen Brandi of Gottingen, who with a 
team of eight experts had worked out the most coherent project 
of a  model house  for the European citizen of tomorrow. The 
jury then announced the names of the other nine finalist proj-
ects.  They had  been  prepared  by  nine  teams  headed  by  the 
following architects and engineers: 
Gianni Celada, architect, Milan 
Maurizio Clerici, architect, Rome 
Paul Kaiser, architect, Luxembourg 
Leszek Lesmiak, architect, Krakow (Poland) 
Mathias Luchsinger, architect, Lucerne (Switzerland) 
Bernard Murisier, architect, Lausanne (Switzerland) 
Herbert Ohl, engineer, Ulm (Germany) 
Rena  to Severino, architect, Milan 
Franco Sironi, engineer, Milan 
Jochen Brandi (center) and two members of the  team  that designed 
the prize winning house on the opposite page  pose  in  front of their 
floor  plans. 
The  press  conference  on  June  16  when  the  results  of  the  ECSC 
House  Design  contest  were  announced. 
The prize will be presented to Jochen Brandi in  Luxembourg 
on September 14 at the  opening of the  exhibition of the  500 
projects examined by the jury during the first stage of the com-
petition. 
A  report on these projects,  Mr.  Hellwig  explained,  will  be 
prepared to guide the new European Commission in continuing 
the  experiment  which  the  competition  in  Venice  had  only 
started. All  of the projects  had contributed a  wealth of ideas 
and suggestions  of great value  to  the  oldest  of the  European 
Communities, the ECSC, which for some time has been urging 
greater use of steel in modern building, he said. 
The ECSC High Authority intends in  the future to continue 
to call on scientists, technicians, professional and trade organi-
zations,  and  public  authorities  experienced  in  town  planning 
with the purpose of encouraging greater international coopera-
tion on solving the problems of planning cities for the industrial 
society of today. 
Venice,  a  miracle-town  built  on  water  and  mud  with  its 
famous Piazzetta of San Marco, was deliberately chosen for the 
conclusion of the  ECSC's international architectural  competi-
tion.  The  architectural  prodigies  of  the  past,  clearly  visible 
across from the island of San Giorgio, provided a worthy setting 
on a warm June day for the meeting of professional men and 
Community experts,  gathered to  prepare the  prodigies  of the 
architecture of the future in the service of man, his well-being, 
and his physical and spiritual development.  17 18 
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EEC COMMISSION'S TENTH  REPORT STRESSES DANGERS OF 
COMMUNITY  AT  MIDPOINT  TOWARD  ECONOMIC UNION 
Other  proposals  for  freedom  of  establish-
ment dealt with direct insurance, casualty in-
surance,  and  prospecting for oil  and natural 
gas. Studies and proposals were also in prepa-
ration  for  wholesale  trade in toxic products, 
drugs  and  medicines,  intermediaries  in  the 
pharmaceutical trade, and the manufacture of 
drugs  and  medicines.  Other  studies  on  the 
arrangements governing  banking  and on the 
mutual  recognition  of degrees  and diplomas 
were  nearing completion. 
The European  Economic  Community  Com-
mission's Tenth  General  Report passes  lead-
ership to  the  new  European executive Com-
mission,  stressing  the  dangers  of  the  Com-
munity's  current  position  half-way  towards 
economic  union. 
The  report  covers  the  main events  in  the 
Community  between  April  I,  1966,  and 
March  31,  1967,  and  reviews  the  achieve-
ments of the first  decade. In the introduction 
to  the  report,  the EEC Commission outlines 
its  thinking on the considerations that should 
guide the Community institutions in  the  next 
few  years.  Because  the  customs  union  will 
soon be complete, the Commission urges con-
centration on achieving  the  economic  union 
which  requires  "all  the  measures  needed  to 
create conditions akin to  those of an  internal 
market  in  the  Community area." "The  half-
way  situation  of  the  Community  presents 
risks of imbalance if  not rupture," the Com-
mission states. 
Priority Action Demanded 
Even though the dismantling of customs will 
be  complete in  less than a year, the Commis-
sion  states  that  "it  would  be  a  mistake  to 
speak of a  real  common market." Numerous 
legal  and  administrative  differences  still  re-
strain intra-Community trade. "Strictly speak-
ing,  it  is  still  'external  trade',"  the  Commis-
sion states.  Furthermore, without a common 
commercial policy there "can be no real com-
mon  market"  which  requires  agreement  on 
and  juridical  definition  and guarantee of the 
treatment of different products. The Commis-
sion  urges  that consideration  be  given  now 
to  a  procedure  to  transfer  the  numerous 
existing bilateral and multilateral agreements 
to  the  Community. 
In  addition  to  these  trade  barriers,  there 
are still  fifteen  commercial  monoplies in  the 
Community. There  is  still  no  clear solution 
for  some  very  important  monopolies,  spe-
cifically  petroleum  and  natural  gas,  tightly 
bound  to  energy  policy. 
Achieving the "Common Market" Conditions 
July  1,  1968,  remains the  scheduled date for 
the  complete removal of tariffs  on all  goods 
in intra-Community trade. During 1966 intra-
Community  duties  changed  only  for  a  few 
agricultural  products:  tobacco,  beef,  and 
veal. 
The common customs tariff (CCT) on im· 
ports  from  non-member  countries  will  also 
apply  next  July  1,  the  Council  decided  in 
July  1966.  The  main  changes  in  the  CCT 
during  1966 were: 
•  A 20 per cent reduction in  the CCT duties 
for 500 items on which a  20  per cent reduc-
tion  had  not  been  achieved  in  the  1960-61 
tariff  negotiations  under the General  Agree-
ment on Tariffs  and Trade. 
•  The  suspension  of duties  on material for 
the  repair and maintenance of large aircraft. 
The  Commission  continued  working  to 
harmonize  national  customs  laws  and  pro-
cedures. It planned to present a  proposal on 
customs  valuation  in  the  first  half  of  1967 
and to  complete studies and discussions  with 
the  national  administration  on  credit  ar-
rangements  for  duties  on  bonded  goods.  In 
December 1966  the  Commission  proposed a 
decision to streamline customs formalities in 
intra-Community trade by eliminating import 
and  export  licenses,  visas,  and  permits  for 
all  but a few  items. 
Wage-earners in  the  Community can now 
move  freely  throughout the Community but 
the same is not yet true for persons and com-
panies  supplying  goods  and  services.  The 
Commission calls for a particularly concerted 
effort  to  secure  freedom  of  movement  for 
the  liberal  professions  and  to  establish  a 
suitable  company law.  In January  1967  the 
Council  issued  a  directive  on  self-employed 
activities in real estate and business services. 
In February 1967  the Council adopted the 
first  of two directives for introducing a com-
mon value-added  tax  system  in  all  member 
countries.  These  directives  were  a  decided 
step  in  the  direction  of creating  conditions 
similar  to  those  in  a  domestic  market.  (see 
European Community No.  101). The Com-
mission  also  put  the  finishing  touches  on a 
broad  tax  harmonization  program  dealing 
with  excise  taxes  and  other  direct  fiscal 
charges  (see  page 22). 
In  the  area  of  competition  policy,  the 
Commission  approved  several  cooperation 
agreements between small and medium-sized 
businesses  and  examined  the  margarine  and 
fertilizer  industries.  A  regulation  for  block 
exemption from the competition Jaws  forcer-
tain exclusive dealing agreements was passed 
during the year and came into force on May 
1,  1967.  The Commission's  overall  aim  was 
All Community members now allow tourists' cars registered in  other member stales to  cross 
their  borders  wit/will special  documents,  although  for  camping trailers  every  member but 
Germany  requires special  temporary  import documents.  To  abolish  inconveniences of this 
sort,  the  Commission  continued  work  during  1966  on  the  harmonization  of  the  varying 
national customs laws and regulations of the six member states. to  encourage legally permissible  cooperation 
agreements between medium and small busi-
nesses. 
Another  element  of  competition  policy, 
free  movement of capital  and  the  establish-
ment of a European capital movement, is  im-
perative for economic union, the Commission 
emphasized. In February 1966 it submitted an 
amended  proposal  for  a  third  directive  to 
liberalize exchange  controls  and published  a 
report  on  the  establishment  of  a  European 
capital  market  prepared  by  an  independent 
group  of  experts. 
The Common transport policy, because of 
the  effects  transport  costs  have  on  prices, 
cannot  be  put off  any  longer,  the  Commis-
sion stressed.  During the year,  it proposed a 
program to achieve this policy by 1973. 
Towards An  Economic and Financial Policy 
The  Community's  overall  rate  of  growth 
during  the  year  amounted  to  4  per cent  in 
real terms, but each member country's situa-
tion differed.  Their real growth rates varied 
from a high of 5.5  per cent in Italy to a low 
of 2 per cent in Luxembourg. 
The  Community's  consumer  price  index 
rose  3.5  per cent during the  year, compared 
with  a  3.3  per  cent  increase  in  1965.  The 
Community maintained its international com-
petitive  position,  however,  and  its  current 
account  improved  by $500  million,  assisted 
by the expansion of trade between the mem-
ber countries. 
Intra-Community  trade,  valued  at  $22.7 
billion, expanded 12 per cent in value during 
1966,  compared  with  13  per  cent  the  year 
before. This still fairly strong rate of growth 
masked  a  considerable  slow-down  towards 
the end of the year, the Report stated, as  de-
mand  for  both capital  and  consumer  goods 
flagged.  Intra-Community trade in consumer 
products accelerated slightly during the year, 
chiefly because of the 22 per cent increase in 
trade in motor vehicles.  The latest available 
figures  for  the  Community's total consumer-
goods imports (from member and non-mem-
ber  countries)  amounted  to  $9.8  billion  in 
1965,  compared  with  $8.5  billion  in  1964. 
Community-origin imports accounted  for  56 
per cent of this total. 
The share  of intra-Community imports in 
each member state's total imports still varied 
considerably,  according to  the  latest data. In 
1965  the.  figure  was  72  per.  cent  for  the 
Belgium-Luxembourg  Economic  Union  and 
the  Netherlands,  56  per  cent  for  Germany, 
45  per cent for France,  and 41  per cent for 
Italy. 
The  medium-term  economic  policy  pro-
gram, approved in February, stressed the need 
for the member states to place their regional 
development  plans  within  a  common  Com-
munity pattern. The 1965 study for the crea-
tion  of  an  industrial  pole  of  attraction  in 
southern Italy aroused lively interest; and the  , 
Commission  is  now  cooperating  with  the 
"Institute  to  Assist  Development  of  the 
South," which  is  promoting the pole for  the 
Italian Government. In the frontier areas of 
France,  Belgium,  and  Luxembourg,  the 
French  and  Belgian governments'  action,  on 
the  Commission's  recommendation,  is  about 
to  yield  practical  results.  The Commission's 
staff  is  also  working  closely  with  the  Com-
munity's  Statistical  Office  to  prepare  a  pro-
gram  to  collect  regional  economic  data.  It 
has  begun  to  study  the  legal,  financial,  and 
technical  resources  necessary  for  structural 
adaptation  of  industries  which  depend  on 
scientific  and  technical  research  for  their 
growth. 
Labor and Social Policy 
The Community has  fulfilled  its  tasks  under 
the  Treaty:  to  secure  free  movement  of 
workers, to use  the European Social Fund to 
soften  any  adverse  effects  of  the  Common 
Market  on  workers,  and  to  supervise  voca-
tional  training.  The  European  Social  Fund 
has spent $8.8 million to  retrain and relocate 
53,632  workers. The member states bore the 
other half of the total costs. 
During  1966  four  recommendations  were 
sent  to  the  member  states:  on  vocational 
training, on the medical supervision of work-
ers exposed to special risks, on the conditions 
for  giving  allowances  to  victims  of occupa· 
tiona!  diseases,  and  for  the  protection  of 
young  people  at work.  In  March  the  Com-
mission  submitted  a  memorandum  on  the 
Community  labor  market  to  the  Council, 
recommending  the  differentiation  of  labor 
policies. 
In  addition,  the  Community has extended 
its  research into many other aspects of social 
life.  It  has  completed,  for  example,  studies 
on the employment, working, and living con-
ditions of women, young people, and disabled 
persons,  and  on  the  special  problems  of the 
elderly. The Commission has consistently ad-
vocated  a  common  policy  on  education  to 
help  young  people  adjust  to  the  realities  of 
the Common Market and to inculcate in them 
a  "European"  awareness. 
The Community and Its  Associates 
The association between the Community and 
the  African  and  Malagasy  states  has  per-
mitted  an  increase  in  trade  and contributed 
to  economic  and  social  development.  From 
1965  to  1966  the  associates'  exports  to  the 
Community increased  16  per cent by value. 
In  March  1967  a  study  of  the  production, 
marketing,  and  consumption  of products  of 
special  interest  to  the  associated  states  was 
submitted to the chairman of the Association 
Committee. By  March  1967  the  Community 
had  channeled  $398  million  for  economic 
development  and  social  improvements  in 
Africa  through  the  European  Development 
Fund. However, the Commission notes in the 
introduction  to  the  report,  better  coordi-
nation could improve the Community's finan-
cial  and  technical  assistance. 
The financial protocol to the Community's 
agreement with Turkey is  being implemented 
satisfactorily. Since the  agreement came into 
force,  the  European  Investment  Bank  has 
loaned  the  Turkish  Government  $67.1  mil-
lion  for  three  infra-structure  projects  and 
ten industrial plans. The Community is  grad-
ually  increasing  the  annual  tariff  quotas  for 
tobacco,  dried  grapes,  dried  figs,  and  hazel-
nuts. 
Until  the  spring  of  1967,  the  association 
with  Greece  functioned  normally,  but  the 
Commission  expresses  its  concern  in  the 
introduction  to  the  report  about  the  effects 
the current situation in Greece could have on 
the association. 
The  European  Social  Fund  has  spent  $8.8 
million  to  retrain  and  reemploy  redundant 
workers  from  certain  industries. 
The Community's External Relations 
The Community's external  relations in  1966 
were  punctuated  by  two  main  events:  the 
successful conclusion of the  Kennedy Round 
of negotiations held under the General Agree-
ment  on  Tariffs  and Trade,  and  the  British 
initiative to join the Community which culmi-
nated  in  an  official  application for  member-
ship in May 1967. 
From April 1966 to  March 1967  the Com-
mission  held  periodic  discussions  with  the 
Danish,  the  Irish,  and  the  Norwegian  Gov-
ernments. On December 6,  1966,  the Council 
gave the Commission new terms of reference 
for the negotiations with  Austria,  and  agree-
ment was reached on the time-table for tariff 
dismantlement. The Council is  now studying 
the Commission's report on the second phase. 
On February 1,  1967, the Commission sent 
the  Council  a  memorandum  on  the  Com-
munity's  relations  with  Yugoslavia,  and  the 
Committee of Permanent Representatives has 
arranged for a study of the terms of a possible 
non-discriminatory  trading  agreement  with 
Yugoslavia. 
Exploratory  talks  with  Spain  were  con-
cluded on July 19,  1966. Now the  Council is 
studying the Commission's report of Novem-
ber 25, 1966. 
The Commission  continued  to  participate 
in the work of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation  and  Development  and  various 
other  international  organizations. 
ECSC  CONGRESS  TO  STUDY 
EFFECTS  OF  INTENSE 
CHEMICAL  AND  PHYSICAL 
PRESSURE  ON  STEEL 
The  European  Coal  and  Steel  Community's 
fourth International Steel Congress will focus 
on the behavior of steel under intense chemi-
cal and physical  pressure. 
Experts  from  the  chemical  and chemical-
equipment manufacturing industries will  par-
ticipate in  the congress, to be held in  Luxem-
bourg  on  July  9-11,  1968.  The  purpose  of 
the congress is  to help establish guidelines for 
steel research and to promote closer coopera-
tion  in  this  field  between steel producers and 
consumers.  19 .. -
COMMUNITY NEWS 
EURATOM  AFTER  THE  MERGER:  under construction,  and at  the  design  stage. 
10TH  GENERAL  REPORT  SUGGESTS  JOINT  RESEARCH 
INTO  OTHER  ADVANCED  TECHNOLOGIES 
By  1980  Germany will  take  first  place  in 
the  Community  with  an  estimated  nuclear-
generating  capacity of 25,000  MWe.  France 
The European Atomic  Energy  Community's 
Tenth  General  Report,  covering  1966,  re-
views  Euratom's  major contributions  to  the 
development  of  nuclear  technology  among 
the  Six,  outlines  the  Euratom Commission's 
attitude  towards the  proposed  non-prolifera-
tion treaty, and proposes goals for the Com-
munity's  future  nuclear  research. 
Euratom Commission Vice  President  An-
tonio  Carelli  presented  the  Report  to  the 
European  Parliament  on June  20.  The sue-
cess  of Euratom  members'  joint  nuclear re-
search, he said, might suggest the application 
of a  similarly  "concentrated"  approach  for 
research  in  other  areas  of  advanced  tech-
nology-under  its  first  two  research  pro-
grams,  Euratom filed  4,261  patents and pub-
lished  1,321  scientific  reports  and  1,335 
communications. 
will  have  a  predicted  17,000·  MWe,  and 
has  had  to  raise  its  long-term  nuclear-gen- Italy  12,000  MWe. 
erating  capacity  forecasts.  The  U.S.  Atomic  The  Tenth  General  Report  further  states 
Energy Commission recently revised its  1966  that despite  the establishment of the nuclear 
estimate of 80,000-110,000 MWe of capacity  common  market  in  January  1959,  little 
by  1980, up to the range of 120,000-170,000  progress has been made towards the unifica-
MWe.  Similarly,  Euratom  has  increased  its  tion  of  the  national  industries.  Euratom's 
"First  Target  Program"  estimate  of  40,000  research program, however, has resulted in a 
MWe  nuclear  capacity  installed  by  1980  to  "partial  opening  of  frontiers."  The  Report 
a  "reasonable" minimum of 60,000  MWe,  a  also  notes  that,  in  comparison  with  the 
figure  based  on  estimates  issued  by  the  na- United States, the Community has done  less 
tiona!  governments.  to  coordinate  its  electricity  producers'  in-
The  Community's  present  installed  nu- vestment and operating programs; as a result, 
clear  generating  capacity  amounts  to  2,106  the  opportunities  for  creating  larger,  more 
MWe,  of which  1,039  MWe  are  in  France,  economical  production  units  are  being  in-
607  MWe in Italy and 317  MWe in the Fed- sufficiently explored. 
era!  Republic  of Germany.  A  further  2,203  A  priority  objective  for  the  future,  says 
MWe of capacity is  under construction,  and  the  report,  is  the  modification  of  the  six 
4,020  MWe is  at the design stage. The total  widely differing  structures of the nuclear in-
in  operation,  under  construction,  or  being  dustries in the  member states.  Securing  fur-
designed  thus  amounts  to  8,329  MWe,  of  ther  support  from  Euratom  or  its  member 
Long  Range  Estimate  of  which 3,274 MWe are in France, 2,455 MWe  governments  to  build prototype power  reac-
Generating  Capacity  Raised  in  Germany,  1,543  MWe  in  Belgium  and  tors  is  another priority objective. 
The Tenth General Report indicated that the  1,207 MWe in Italy. This 8,329 MWe for the  Proposals for Further Action 
nuclear  industry  has  expanded  so  rapidly  Community compares with a  total estimated  A  major  event  of  1966  was  the  Commis-
that the Community, like  the  United States,  world capacity of 45,000 MWe in operation,  sion's  proposals  to  the  Council of Ministers 
The Rapsodie  fast  reactor  at Cadarache,  France,  went critical  on January  28,  this  year. This  is  a  view  of the  rotating  plug of the reactor 
from above.  ..  ...  .  ..  •  •• - • 
••  •  • 
•  •  • 
•• 
,. for  Community  action  when  the  Second 
Five-Year  Research  Program  expires  at  the 
end of 1967. The proposals take into account 
the technical progress marked by the passage 
of  certain  reactor  types  into  the  industrial 
stage  and  the  outlook  for  nuclear  energy 
development. 
The program proposed for a new five-year 
period  (subject  to revision  during  the  third 
year)  includes: 
•  Direct  action  based  on  a  joint  program 
financed  together  by  the  member  countries 
and  executed  mainly  by  the  Euratom Joint 
Research Center. This would include,  at the 
lspra  establishment,  work  on  the  comple-
tion  of  the  organic  liquid-cooled  reactor 
(ORGEL)  project,  the  construction  of  a 
pulsed reactor (SORA), and research on the 
direct  conversion  of  nuclear  energy  into 
electric power. 
•  Participation  in  certain  national  projects, 
consisting of financial aid by Euratom or pro-
vision of personnel or material. 
•  The  creation  of  an  industrial  promotion 
fund,  details of which are now under study. 
Emphasis  on  Fast  Reactors 
Euratom's most important research concerns 
fast  reactors.  Here,  the  report  says,  work 
went ahead most satisfactorily,  although the 
Commission  encountered  difficult  financing 
and  organizational  problems. 
The  problems  caused  by  the  rise  in pro-
gram costs  after the revision  of the  Second 
Five-Year Program in  the  summer of  1965 
were  finally  solved  after  the  report  was  is-
sued.  On  July  25,  1967,  the  Council  of 
Ministers  approved  the  Commission's  new 
proposal for revising the program  (see page 
22). 
The Tenth General Report states that dur-
ing the year, timely decisions in negotiations 
with  certain  contract  partners  were  impos-
sible.  Thus,  Euratom's  association  contract 
with  CNEN,  the  Italian  Atomic  Energy 
Commission,  expired  on  June  30,  1966. 
Though the  financial  ceiling  for  the  associa-
tion contract with the German GfK company 
at  Karlsruhe  was  raised  to  meet  its  needs, 
this proved to be impossible for the  associa-
tion contract with the CEA, French Atomic 
Energy  Commission,  which  expired  at  the 
end of 1966 without any decision to continue 
it into  1967. 
Nevertheless,  the  mixed  team  at  the 
Cadarache  research  center  in  France  still 
continues  its  work-the  Harmonie  source 
reactor  has  been  operating  normally  since 
the  beginning  of  1966,  the  Masurca  critical 
assembly  went  critical  on  November  15, 
1966,  and the Rapsodie reactor went critical 
on January 28, 1967. In Karlsruhe, Germany, 
the  Sneak  critical  assembly  went  critical  on 
the  same  day  as  Masurca,  and  Ispra,  Italy, 
the Essor test reactor under the ORGEL pro-
gram, went critical on March 19,  1967. Also 
at  lspra,  a  competition  was  launched  for  a 
design study of an ORGEL prototype. 
Euratom-U.S.  Power  Reactor  Program 
Most  of  the  five  power  stations  under  the 
Euratom-U.S. power program and Euratom's 
participation program are now in operation: 
Garigliano and Latina, Italy; Chooz, France-
The core of the  Rapsodie  reactor showing the arrangement of the hexagonal  fuel  assemblies 
and the  circular  control  rods. 
Belgium;  and  Gundremmingen,  Germany. 
The  construction  of  the  Dodewaard  power 
station  in  the  Netherlands  is  proceeding 
normally. To the list of power stations estab-
lished as Joint Enterprises (Chooz, Gundrem-
mingen,  and  Lingen,  Germany)  has  been 
added  the  station at Obrigheim,  Germany. 
In exchange  for  its  financial  participation 
in the  power reactor program, the  Commis-
sion  receives  a  regular flow  of information. 
Thus  the  Commission  has  built  up  a 
"thesaurus"  of  technical  data  on  the  con-
struction,  testing,  and  operation  of  these 
five  power  stations.  The  Commission  dis-
tributes  this  information  at  meetings  which 
attract ever-growing  interest  from  industrial 
circles.  One meeting sponsored by  the Com-
mission in  1966, devoted solely to the Chooz 
station,  brought  together  260  participants 
from  108  firms  and  organizations  in  the 
Community. 
Unique  Documentation  Service 
Another  highlight  of  the  year  was  the 
opening of the Information and Documenta-
tion  Center's  semi-automatic  documentation 
service  to  Euratom's  research  workers  and 
to  the  principal  nuclear documentation cen-
ters  of  the  six  member  countries.  Articles, 
books,  and  other  "published  world  knowl-
edge" of nuclear matters, today estimated at 
500,000 "data bits," is  growing by more than 
100,000 units a year. All of this information 
is  stored in  a computer memory for  fast  re-
trieval  in  the  form  of  complete  reference 
lists.  After an experimental period of a  few 
months,  the  semi-automatic  documentation 
will  be  open  to  all  persons  and  enterprises 
within,  and  later  outside,  the  Community. 
The  pace  of  Euratom's  Safeguards  and 
Controls  department  also  responded  to  the 
general  expansion  of  nuclear  activities  in 
the  Community.  By  the  end  of  1966  tech-
nical  features  of  185  Community  nuclear 
installations  had been  sent  to  the  Euratom 
Commission,  and  216  installations  were 
regularly  filing  reports  on  their  stocks  and 
transfers  of  fissile  materials.  Also  by  the 
end  of  1966,  the  Safeguards  and  Controls 
department  had  conducted  294  inspections, 
110  of them  during  1966. 
The  Non-Proliferation  Treaty 
Early  in  1967  the  U.S.  Government  con-
sulted  the  Euratom  Commission  on  certain 
aspects of the draft nuclear non-proliferation 
treaty. The Commission informed the  Coun-
cil  of Ministers  and continued contacts with 
the  American Authorities. 
The Report emphasizes that the  Euratom-
U.S.  agreements explicitly regulate  the fissile 
materials  delivered  to  Euratom  by  the 
United  States.  Recognition  of  Euratom's 
powers  of  control  and  of  their  value  and 
efficacy  are  matters  of contract  which  can-
not  be  amended except  by  contract,  the  re~ 
port  states.  Furthermore,  the  control  thus 
recognized,  because  vested  in  the  Commu-
nity,  can  only  be  modified  in  accordance 
with  the  terms  of the  Euratom Treaty. 
This  control,  the  report  stresses,  is  based 
on a fundamental  principle of the  European 
Communities--equality  of  rights  and  non-
discrimination  in  their  application.  Euratom 
exercises control in  the territory of its  mem-
ber states over the peaceful use  of lissie  ma-
terials,  without  regard  to  whether  or  not 
these  states possess nuclear armaments. Con-
sequently,  any  signature  of a  non-prolifera-
tion  treaty  by  member  states  must  not,  the 
report  states,  introduce  discrimination  or 
diversion inside  the  Community through the 
wording  of  the  control  clauses  in  such  a 
treaty.  This,  the  report  says,  does  not  rule 
out the  possibility  of concluding a  technical 
cooperation  agreement  between  Euratom 
and the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA)  by  which  the  efficiency  of control 
could  be  verified  by  scientific  methods  mu-
tually  agreed  upon.  The Commission  would 
be  glad  to  see  its  numerous  technical  con-
tacts  with  the  IAEA put on  a  more  official 
footing,  according  to  the  report. 
-In 1966  the  Commission,  its  contractors, 
and  associates  produced,  published,  or  pre-
sented at conferences 502 scientific and tech-
nical  reports and 589  communications. They 
also  filed  1,019  patent  applications  (51  of 
them initial  applications in  Euratom's name) 
and were  granted  251  patents for invention. 
-The  control  and  supply  provisions  of 
Community agreements  with  third  countries 
replaced  control  and  inspection  provisions 
which  expired  with  certain  bilateral  agree-
ments.  In  November  1966,  for  example, 
when  the  U.S.-French  bilateral  agreement 
expired,  lissie  materials  supplied  to  France 
became  subject  to  the  terms  of  the  U.S.-
Euratom  agreement.  21 22 
COMMUNITY NEWS 
DIRECT TAX 
HARMONIZATION 
PLAN OUTLINED 
A plan to  harmonize the six  European Eco-
nomic Community members'  direct  tax  sys-
tems and a draft directive to institute a com-
mon method of calculating the average rates 
of turnover taxes  are now before the  Coun-
cil  of  Ministers.  On July  4,  the  day  before 
its  term  expired,  the  EEC Commission  an-
nounced  that it  had  sent  both  proposals  to 
the  Council. 
The  direct  tax  harmonization  program 
stresses  the  need  to  act  before  the  July  1, 
1968, deadline for customs union. According 
to  the  Commission,  the growing freedom of 
capital  movements,  the  need  for  industrial 
concentration,  changes  in  the  structure  of 
enterprises,  and  competition  for  investment 
funds  made this  program necessary.  Its pur-
pose  is  to  eliminate  all  international double 
taxation  on  dividends  and  basically  to  bar 
anything  that  distorts  capital  movements, 
perpetuates  the  fragmentation  of  the  na-
tional capital markets, or hinders savings. The 
program proposes: 
•  The introduction of a  system  for deduct-
ing taxes on debenture interest and dividends 
at the source.  (The individual could subtract 
these  deductions  from  his  personal  income 
tax return and claim  a  refund  for  tax  with-
holdings  in  excess  of liability.) 
•  Revision  of  some  discriminatory  aspects 
of tax credits  (in France and Belgium)  and 
of the a voir fiscal  (deduction from the share-
holder's personal  income  of part of the  tax 
paid by  the  company). 
•  Uniform arrangements to lighten taxes on 
dividend payments (granting tax relief either 
to the company or the shareholder). 
•  Work on  solutions  to  remove  tax  disad-
vantages for investments by investment trusts 
and funds. 
•  Examination of the  current arrangements 
for  taxing  holding  companies  and  to  har-
monize them if necessary. 
The Community members' current tax ar-
rangements  discourage  industrial  concentra-
tion  and  structural  reorganization  at  Com-
munity level  by making them too expensive. 
To  rectify  this  situation,  the  Commission 
proposed: 
•  Improvement  of the  corporation tax  and 
source deduction system for parent and sub-
sidiary companies with  their  main  offices  in 
different Community countries. 
•  Formulation of tax provisions  that would 
allow  mergers  and  transfers  of  assets  be-
tween companies of different member states. 
To  achieve  equal  competitive  conditions 
for  investments,  the  Commission  proposed: 
•  Clarification of the Community members' 
obligations,  under  Articles  93  and  102  of 
the EEC Treaty, to consult each other before 
changing their methods of assessing company 
profits which stimulate and are likely to dis-
tort competition. It would also  be  necessary 
to  harmonize  tax  provisions  that  might  be 
adopted  to  stimulate  investment. 
•  Approximation of the company profits tax 
base  and  the  laying  down  of  fundamental 
rules for  amortization. 
Common  Methods  of  Calculating  Turnover 
Tax  Rates 
In February  1967  the  member states  agreed 
to  institute  a  common,  cumulative,  multi-
stage  tax  on  the  value  added  at each stage 
of manufacture  and distribution.  Article  97 
of the EEC Treaty allows the member states 
to  establish  average  turnover  tax  rates  for 
internal  charges  on  imports  and  for  export 
drawbacks,  provided  that  no  discrimination 
against  another member state  arises.  Super-
vision, however, is  difficult because the mem-
ber  states'  current  methods  of  figuring  the 
compensatory  amounts  are  quite  different 
and  extremely  complicated.  In  response  to 
the member states' wishes for greater clarity 
and certainty  about import  charges and  ex-
port drawbacks, the Commission proposed a 
common method of calculation offering three 
possibilities  ranging  from  detailed computa-
tion to a simple estimate. The draft directive 
specifies when the different cost-price factors 
may  be  taken  into  account.  The  directive 
would  expire on January  1,  1970,  by which 
time  all  member states  will  have  adopted  a 
common turnover tax. 
COMMON MARKET 
COMMISSION CHALLENGES 
EXPORT BAN 
The Commission of the European Economic 
Community  made  a  further  contribution  to 
the growing  body of Common Market anti-
trust law recently when it challenged  a  ban-
on-exports  clause  contained  in  a  European 
company's  sales  contract.  Following  the 
Commission's challenge, the company said it 
would delete  the  offending  clause. 
The company had exclusive  sales rights in 
one Community country for its parent com-
pany's  products.  In  its  sales  contract,  the 
subsidiary stipulated that buyers of the parent 
company's  products  could  not  export  them 
and could  supply  them  to  dealers for resale 
only if the dealers  also  agreed not to export 
them.  In the  other Common  Market  coun-
tries,  the  products  are  sold  by  the  parent 
company itself and  by concession holders or 
intermediaries  on  whom  no  export  ban  is 
imposed. 
Article 85  ( 1 ) of the EEC Treaty prohibits 
agreements  between  enterprises  which  may 
affect trade between the member states or re-
strict  competition.  Article  85  (2)  nullifies 
agreements  or clauses  of  agreements  which 
violate Article 85  (1); Article 85  ( 3) provides 
for  exemption  from  Article  85  ( 1)  if  the 
restrictive  practices  contribute  to  economic 
progress  which could not be  achieved in any 
other way and safeguard consumers' interests. 
The Commission found that the export ban 
clause in question had as its object and result 
the  prevention,  restriction,  and distortion of 
competition within  the  Common Market:  it 
had prohibited the subsidiary company's cus-
tomers  and  those  who  bought  from  them 
from  exporting  the  parent company's  goods 
and prevented importers in the other member 
countries  from  buying  these  products  from 
any  enterprise  but  the  parent  company  at 
prices that might have been lower. Thus, the 
Commission  found,  the  export  ban  divided 
the  EEC into  two  separate  markets  for  the 
parent  company's  products;  the  subsidiary 
and  its  customers  supplied  one  member 
country, and the parent company the others. 
The Commission  also  considered  that the 
ban on exports  was  "liable  to  impair  trade 
between  the  member states;"  because,  as  all 
the  subsidiary  company's  dealers  and  their 
customers had accepted the clause, the parent 
company  alone  retained  the  right  to  supply 
the  products concerned to the  other member 
countries,  thereby effectively  eliminating the 
possibly  of  competitive  "parallel"  exports. 
The Commission saw no reason to  exempt 
the agreement under Article 85  ( 3) since the 
export  ban  did  not  improve  production  or 
distribution,  promote  technical  or economic 
progress, or result in benefits shared with the 
consumers. 
EUR 
BUDGET  AND  SECOND 
FIVE-YEAR  RESEARCH 
PROGRAM  APPROVED 
The  European  Council  of  Ministers  has 
reached agreement on the  European Atomic 
Energy  Community's  1967  research  budget 
and on revision  of Euratom's  1963-67  Fivec 
Year  Research  Program.  An important key 
to the  solution  of  Euratom's short-term dif-
ficulties  was  an overall  compromise  on fast 
reactor research. 
The Council, on July 24,  voted $117,441,-
000  in  payment  credits  and  $98,118,000  in 
new funds for Euratom's 1967  research bud-
get.  The  sum  approved  for  fast  reactor  re-
search  was  $21,150,000.  At  the  same  time, 
the  total  five-year  sum  available  for  Eura-
tom's  contribution  to  fast  reactor  research 
was  raised  from  $82.5  million to $88.8  mil-
lion. 
The increase  in  funds  for fast  reactor re-
search reflected the compromise solutions for 
financing  the  deficits  in  the  association 
contracts  with  the  French  Atomic  Energy 
Commission (CEA) and the German nuclear 
research center (GfK) at Karlsruhe. An ad-
ditional Euratom contribution was also made 
to  the Italian  Atomic  Energy  Commission's 
(CNEN) PEC fast  reactor project. 
The Council approved two amendments to 
the  association contract with the CEA: 
•  Extending  the  association  from  the  end 
of 1966, when it expired, to the end of 1967. 
•  Raising  Euratom's  contribution  to  the 
joint  work  to $61.8  million. 
•  Providing  for  CEA  to  "pre-finance"  the 
$2.8  million  deficit  in  the  cost  of the  plu-
tonium  obtained  in  1966  from  the  United 
States  for  the  "Masurca"  reactor  at  Cada-
rache,  France. 
The  Council  approved  an  amendment to 
the association contract with the GfK, raising 
Euratom's  contribution  to  $24,560,000. 
Finally, the terms of a contract with CNEN 
were  approved,  providing  a  Euratom  con-
tribution of $6,750,000-the remainder of $9 
million originally earmarked for Italian fast 
reactor  research  between  July  1,  1966,  and 
December 31,  1967. This contract,  however, 
does not constitute a renewal of the Euratom-
CNEN association which  expired on July  1, 
1966. DUTCH AUTHORIZED 
TO LIMIT IMPORTS 
OF CARDED WOOL FABRICS 
The European Economic Community's Com-
mission  has  authorized  the  Netherlands  to 
limit  all  imports of carded  wool  fabrics  for 
12  months starting on July  I,  1967. 
The safeguard measures,  authorized under 
Article 226 of the EEC Treaty, are  intended 
to  ease  economic  and  social  hardships  on 
Dutch textile workers until new  employment 
can be  created. 
Cheaper imports,  particularly  from  Italy, 
reduced  the  number  of Dutch  carded  wool 
manufacturers from 32 in 1953 to 12 in  1966. 
Production dropped from 11,400 tons in 1958 
to  5,950  tons  in  1966.  Unemployment rose, 
particularly  in  Tilburg,  the  center  of  the 
Dutch  carded  wool  industry;  but  until  the 
manufacturers  convert production  to  higher 
quality fabrics,  the redundant textile workers 
cannot find  jobs. A joint study group formed 
by  the  Dutch Government and the wool  in-
dustry is  working on a plan to make the in-
dustry economically viable. 
The  Belgium-Luxembourg  Economic  Un-
ion  had  also  requested  permission  to  apply 
safeguards,  but the  Commission  refused  the 
request  for  lack  of evidence  of serious  and 
persistent  difficulties. 
THIRD FILM  INDUSTRY 
DIRECTIVE WOULD COVER 
DISTRIBUTION AND RENTALS 
The Commission of the European Economic 
Community has proposed a third motion pic-
ture  industry  directive  to  eliminate  restric-
tions on film distribution and rentals. 
Within six months after its notification, the 
proposed  directive  would  require  the  EEC 
countries  to  remove  all  restrictions  on  the 
exercise of exploitation rights for commercial 
films  imported from other EEC countries. It 
would apply to all film  distribution and ren-
tal leasing activities from importation to pro-
jection in local theaters. 
The  first  Council  directive,  approved  on 
October  15,  1963,  removed  restrictions  on 
the importation of films  with original sound 
tracks, and freed quotas for commercial film 
imports.  The  second  Council  directive,  ap-
proved  on  May  13,  1965,  removed  restric-
tions on the establishment of theaters special-
izing in foreign films  and on the importation 
of films dubbed in the importer's language. 
EIB LOAN AGREEMENTS SET 
$197  MILLION  RECORD 
IN  1966 
The  European  Investment  Bank  signed  39 
loan  contracts  worth  a  record  $197  million 
during  1966,  according  to its  ninth  annual 
report. 
During  the  year,  the  Bank  approved  31 
loans totaling $132 million. The six European 
Economic  Community  members  received 
$83.8  million,  64 per cent of the  total. The 
rest  went to Greece  ( $17.4  million-13  per 
cent  of  the  total),  the  associatP-d  African 
and  Malagasy  states  ($17.5  million-13 
per cent), and Turkey ($13.5 million-10 per 
cent). From  the  beginning  of its  operations 
to  the end of the year the EIB had approved 
loans totaling  $746  million  for 146  projects. 
Loans  to  promote  the  development  of 
southern Italy and Sicily  represented 58  per 
cent  of  the  Bank's  ordinary  operations  in 
1966. They included $24 million for irrigation 
in Sicily, $22 million for a section of a motor-
way in Sicily and $16 million for moderniza-
tion  of  the  railroad  linking  Calabria  and 
Sicily to the rest of the country. 
Other loans were for industrial projects in 
Lower Saxony, Bavarfa and Rhineland-Pala-
tinate;  agricultural  improvements  in  the 
Garonne Valley in France; irrigation in Thes-
saly  in  Greece;  potash  mining  in  Congo-
Brazzaville;  sugar  and  electricity production 
in  Cameroon;  and  for  paper,  textile,  and 
glass industries in Turkey. 
The  EEC  Treaty  assigned  the  Bank  the 
primary tasks  of helping  backward areas of 
the Community develop their economies and 
of encouraging infrastructural and industrial 
development in the countries associated with 
the Community. 
The six Community members provide part 
of the Bank's capital. The Bank finances  the 
rest of its operations in the European and the 
U.S.  capital  markets,  where  it  borrowed 
$138.5  million in  1966. At the end of 1966, 
the  Bank's  funded  debt  amounted  to  $355 
million.  Further issues  have  taken  place  in 
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FINANCE MINISTERS AGAIN 
STRESS NEED FOR BETTER 
INTERNATIONAL BALANCE 
OF PAYMENTS 
"No  matter  what  improvements  may  be 
made  in  the  mechanisms  for  international 
monetary cooperation, the problem of achiev-
ing  a  better  international  balance  of  pay-
ments  will  remain,"  according  to  the  Com-
munity  members'  ministers  of  finance  and 
central bank governors. They made this state-
ment  in  a  communique  issued  after  their 
July 4  meeting in  Brussels. 
The  communique  also  stated  that  they 
had: 
•  Confirmed  their  understanding  on  inter-
national  monetary  reform  reached  in  Mu-
nich on April17 and 18  (see European Com-
munity No.  103), and 
•  Completed their "common position for the 
forthcoming  international  monetary  meet-
ings." 
The next meeting  on international  mone-
tary questions took place in London on July 
18  among the Group of Ten participants in 
the General  Arrangements  to  Borrow.  Dur-
ing  this  meeting,  the  Group  of  Ten  com-
munique stated that the ministers and gover-
nors had considered and had "narrowed their 
differences" concerning "an outline of a con-
tingency plan" to "establish new facilities, in 
the form of automatic drawing rights and ad-
ministered  by  the  International  Monetary 
Fund." The  communique also  said  that  the 
ministers  and governors had "noted that the 
proposals to make certain changes in the rules 
and practices  of  the  International  Monetary 
Fund put forward by the EEC countries are 
currently being examined in the International 
Monetary Fund." 
HIGH AUTHORITY RAISES 
TURNOVER TAX TO 0.3% 
The  High  Authority  of the  European Coal 
and Steel Community has decided to raise its 
turnover levy on coal and steel producers to 
0.3  per cent to help meet the rising expenses 
for  retraining  and  re-employing  redundant 
workers in both industries. 
From this source, the High Authority will 
receive  $31.7  million  this  year,  $4.7  million 
more  than  in  1966.  Other  revenue,  mainly 
from  investments,  will  bring  the  High  Au-
thority's  total income  to  $36.2  million. 
Expenditures,  estimated  at  $44.5  million, 
including  $17  million  for  retraining  and re-
employing  workers  and  $6  million  for  re-
search, will  leave the High Authority with a 
deficit of $8.3  million to cover from reserves. 
EUROPEAN SCHOOL 
GRADUATES  134 
The European School, Brussels,  awarded the 
baccalaureat to  76  out of 82  candidates  for 
the degree. 
Jean Rey, President of the European Com-
mission,  attended  the  graduation  ceremony 
on July  7  when  the  candidates first  learned 
whether they had passed the oral and written 
examinations. The degree  entitles the gradu-
ate to attend any university in the  European 
Community  and  Austria,  and  some  British, 
Swiss,  and  American schools  (see  European 
Community No.  102). 
The  European  Schools  in  Luxembourg, 
Varese,  and  Mol  awarded  the  degree  to  36 
out  of  48,  15  out  of  21,  and  7  out  of  8 
candidates,  respectively. 
FIRM DROPS EXTRA CHARGE 
ON GOODS FOR EXPORT 
A producer in a Community country may not 
charge two prices for the same product:  one 
price for the product if sold domestically and 
another price, relatively higher, for the prod-
uct  if  resold  in  another member  state.  This 
conclusion  was  reached  by  the  Common 
Market Commission in June after investigat-
ing  a  complaint that the  practice was  unfair 
discrimination. 
A major animal feed producer charged one 
of his  clients extra for  those  quantities  of a 
particular product which  the  client  then  re-
sold  to customers  in  a  neighboring member 
state.  The producer justified the  higher price 
by  claiming  that  he,  himself,  also  sold  the 
product directly to the  neighboring state and 
that  he  had  to  bear  publicity  costs  in  that 
country  which  were  higher  than  those  at 
home. The producer reasoned that any other 
supplier  in  the  second  country's  market 
should  share  the  added  advertising  costs  by 
paying  the extra charge on the product. 
The  Commission  agreed  that  the  extra 
charge  did,  in  fact,  correspond  to  the  addi-
tional  advertising  costs.  Nevertheless,  it 
found  the  practice  incompatible  with  the 
Community's  competition  rules,  as  it  re-
stricted  trade  by  artificially  discouraging  re-
sale  across  the  Community's  internal  fron-
tiers. The producer discontinued the discrimi-
natory  practice  when  notified  of  the  Com-
mission's view.  23 EIB TO HELP FINANCE 
TURKISH STEEL MILL 
EXPANSION 
The European Investment Bank will lend the 
Government  of  Turkey  the  equivalent  of 
$700,000  to help  finance  the  extension  and 
conversion of a  steel  plate  mill  in  Istanbul. 
The  Industrial  Bank  of Turkey  will  relend 
these funds at commercial rates to Celik En-
dustrial  T.A.S.,  the  executor  of the  project 
which will require a fixed investment of $1.7 
million. 
During  the  first  five  years  its  association 
agreement with the Community, Turkey may 
borrow up to $17 5 million from the EIB for 
development  projects.  On  June  1,  1967,  at 
the end of the first three and a half years, the 
EIB had committed $87.6 million for projects 
in Turkey. 
UNIFORM RULES  ON PATENT 
MEDICINE  ADS  PROPOSED 
Uniform  rules  for  advertising  patent  medi-
cines  were  proposed by  the  European  Eco-
nomic Community's Commission on June 6. 
The proposal, the Commission's fourth on 
branded pharmaceuticals, attempts to protect 
the general public from false or seriously mis-
leading claims for drugs and remedies. It at-
tempts to ban, for example, advertising claims 
(especially  in movies  and on radio or tele-
vision)  which maintain that a  medicine  ob-
viates  the  need  for  professional  medical 
treatment, might cause anxiety psychoses, are 
directed mainly at young  people, or use  so-
called "certificates"  and "expert  opinions." 
The  proposed  fourth  directive  on  patent 
medicines  specifies  that ads  directed  at doc-
tors,  pharmacists,  and  other specialists must 
state  the  manufacturer's  name  and  address; 
the  medicine's  active  ingredients,  benefits, 
and possible side effects; and instructions for 
its use. 
The  first  Council  directive,  adopted  on 
January  26,  1965,  harmonized  the  member 
states'  laws,  regulations,  and  administrative 
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procedures  for  issuing  marketing  authoriza-
tions  and  labeling  patent  medicines.  The 
Commission's  second  proposed  directive  for 
quality control of patent medicines has been 
before the Council since February 1964. This 
June the Commission amended its third pro-
posed directive for patent medicines of June 
1966,  dealing  with  permissible  coloring 
agents. 
PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
LAW  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY.  Euro-
pean  Community Information Service,  Lon-
don,  May  1967,  12  pages  .. free 
A collection of articles on the European Com-
munity  Court  of Justice  and  the  nature  of 
Community  law. 
SUMMARY OF THE TENTH GENERAL REPORT OF 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY.  EEC  Commission,  Brussels, 
June 1967, 32 pages  (mimeographed)  ..  free 
ADDRESS  TO  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  IN-
TRODUCING  THE  TENTH  GENERAL  REPORT  OF 
THE  EEC  COMMISSION,  by  Prof.  Dr.  Walter 
Hallstein, President of the EEC Commission, 
Strasbourg, June 21,  1967.  17 pages  (mimeo-
graphed)  ..  free 
SUMMARY OF THE TENTH GENERAL  REPORT OF 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ATOMIC 
ENERGY  COMMUNITY.  Euratom Commission, 
Brussels,  June  1967,  13  pages  (mimeo-
graphed)  ... .. ..... ....  free 
STEEL IN AGRICULTURE. Bulletin of the Euro-
pean  Coal  and  Steel  Community,  No.  66, 
High Authority, Luxembourg, 1967, 43  pages 
. .. $0.60 
A  report on the third annual steel utilization 
congress held by the High  Authority in  Lux-
embourg October 25-27, I966. 
The Commission believes that the first two 
directives  would  lead  to  mutual  recognition 
of  all  Community  members'  marketing  au-
thorizations. However, the introduction to the 
fourth proposed Council directive states that 
other differences,  particularly in the  member 
countries' advertising laws for branded phar-
maceuticals, would still hamper free  trade in 
these  products. 
LA  SITUATION  SUR  LES  MARCHES  SIDERURGI-
QUES  DANS  LES  PAYS  TIERS:  VOL.  2,  PLANS 
o'INVESTISSEMENT  ET  PossiBILITES  DE  PRO-
DUCTION. High Authority, Luxembourg, 1967, 
145  pages  $2.00 
The second part of a  two-part study  dealing 
with  the  world steel market.  Volume  I  will 
be  published this fall. 
'  CEE-CECA:  TABLEAUX  COMPARATIFS  DES  RE-
GIMES DE  SECURITE SOCIALE APPLICABLES DANS 
LES  ETATS-MEMBRES  DES  COMMUNAUTES 
EUROPEENNES.  EEC  Commission  and  High 
Authority of the ECSC, 1966, 70 pages  $1.20 
F  ourtlz edition, current to July  I, I966. 
STUDIO  PER  LA  CREAZIONE  Dl  UN  POLO  IN-
DUSTRIALE DI SVILUPPO iN IT  ALIA  MERIDIONALE 
(STUDY  FOR  THE  PROMOTION  OF  AN  INDUS-
TRIAL  DEVELOPMENT  POLE  IN  SOUTHERN 
ITALY).  Monograph  No.  5,  Economic  and 
Financial Series, EEC Commission, Brussels, 
1966,  Vol.  ·I,  24  pages;  Vol.  2,  700  pages 
Price for both volumes  . $16.00 
This report contains the  EEC  Commission's 
proposals to  the  Italian  Government for  de-
veloping  the  Bari-Brindisi-Taranto  area  in 
southem  Italy.  Volume  I  will  be  translated 
into  English.  Volume  2  (tables  and graphs) 
will  be  transl~ted into  French  and  will  in-
clude  a  French/English  summary.  Transla-
tions  should  be  available  by  September. 